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ABSTRACT
Knowledge and control of the thermo-hydraulic conditions in the reactor is required for the effective accident management. Dedicated and qualified for harsh environment instrumentation has to be in place for this purpose. Experience of
the Fukushima Dai-ichi plant and the lessons learned from the European stress tests demonstrated that alternative and
divers tools and methods are needed for the identification of reactor condition in extreme situations. In the paper the
feasibility of development of an alternative accident monitoring via well-known noise diagnostics methods is proposed
and demonstrated. The possibility of identification of reactor accident conditions using temperature and pressure fluctuations, noise of the neutron and gamma field is considered on the basis of research achievements in reactor noise. As
an example the use of pressure fluctuations for accident monitoring is presented.
Keywords: Accident Management; Nuclear Power Plant; Post-Event Condition; Noise Diagnostics;
Pressure Fluctuations

1. Introduction
One of the most complex cases for assessing the nuclear
power plant safety is the evaluation of the response of the
plant to earthquakes: whether the reactor can be shut
down, cooled-down, the residual heat can be removed
from the core, and the radioactive releases can be limited
below the acceptable level. As per design, set of plant
systems, structures and components (SSCs) are in place
and shall remain functional during and after the earthquake for ensuring these basic safety functions. Experiences show that plants can survive much larger earthquakes than those considered in the design base, as it was
the case of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa NPP, where the safety
classified structures, systems and components survived
the Niigata-Chuetsu-Oki earthquake in 2007 without
damage and loss of function [1]. Similarly, thirteen nuclear units in the impacted area on the East-shore of the
Honshu Island demonstrated high earthquake resistance
11th of March 2011 [2].
In spite of high designed-in capacity, in case of a beyond design base earthquake or an unfortunate combination of external and/or internal events, these SSCs can be
damaged and lost. In this case a minimum configuration
for emergency heat removal to the ultimate heat sink and
minimum power supply has to be arranged as emergency
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

measures including minimum instrumentation configuration for the control of reactor condition.
The practical questions to be answered for the operators after the event are as follows:
 In case of relative small earthquake it has to be
known, whether the operation can be continued safely.
This is the issue of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa plant.
 In case of large earthquake, the damaged condition of
the plant has to be immediately assessed for the
emergency management reasons. This is the Fukushima NPP case.
For the proper knowledge of the situation at the plant
after the event, both the assessment of the structural integrity and functionality and identification of the thermo-hydraulic conditions in the reactor and primary circuit, etc. are required. The case of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa
plant initiated the research activity for development of
methodologies for quick assessment of integrity of SSCs
(see e.g. [3]). The experience learned at Fukushima
Dai-ichi reactors shows that the identification of the reactor thermo-hydraulic condition is unavoidable for the
definition and implementation of the accident management measures. The Fukushima-Dai-ichi case demonstrated the difficulties caused for example by loss of information on the reactor water level [4]. The knowledge
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of the thermo-hydraulic condition in the containment,
spent fuel pool and in components involved or affecting
the implementation of measures is also important.
Obviously, in case of severe accident, application of
any methods for the control of the reactor/plant condition
can be justified, when the normal and accident instrumentation do not provide enough information or even fail.
As it shown in the Fukushima Dai-ichi case the tasks of
identification of the accident conditions in the reactor is
far more complex than the known BWR water level
measurement issue [5-7].
The achievements of the theoretical and experimental
noise investigations can be used for the development of a
monitoring of accident conditions in the reactor. Use of
the noise analysis methods can provide additional information to those obtained by conventional methods from
the signals of the accident instrumentation. This is a possible defense-in-depth level four application of noise diagnostics.
In the paper the possibility of the application of different noise analysis methods for identification of accident conditions is proposed and discussed. This is a novel idea since the noise diagnostic methods were intended
to use for early identification of deviations from normal
reactor conditions. The idea of post-accident diagnostics
is based on the phenomenology of thermo-hydraulic
processes going on in the reactor and primary system
during the accident sequence. The correlation between
fluctuations of reactor parameters and post-accident conditions is qualitatively demonstrated for fluctuations of
coolant density, temperature and pressure in the reactor.
The feasibility of identification of different reactor conditions via measurement and analysis of pressure fluctuation is shown via calculation of hydro-acoustic resonances for simplified models of the reactor and primary
system. Different cases have been analyzed, such as:
water in reactor and primary loops, steam-water mixture
in the reactor and water in loops and steam in the reactor
and in the loops. It is also shown that the hydro-acoustic
resonances of the sensing lines do not inhibit the proper
interpretation of measured pressure fluctuations with
regard to the conditions in the reactor.
The demonstration of applicability of noise analysis
methods for identification of post-accident conditions is
based on the available research results. The references in
this paper are representative, but a full-scope review of
the noise diagnostics results applicable for accident monitoring exceeds the frame of recent paper. Moreover,
majority of the referred papers are from eighties and nineties, when the basics of reactor noise theory were developed and the fundamental experiments performed.
These results turn out to be absolutely state-of-the-art in
context with the new application for accident monitoring.
The main theoretical and practical issues that require
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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further research effort are also indicated in the paper.

2. Idea of Severe Accident Noise Diagnostics
The basic idea proposed in recent paper is rather trivial:
the fluctuations of the thermo-hydraulic parameters provide information regarding thermo-hydraulic condition
additional to the information obtained from the average
or filtered values of the same parameters. The safety relevant variables defining the conditions in the reactor
during the accident process are the characteristics of the
water-steam-gas mixture cooling the core, i.e.
 composition (density, i.e. the steam and/or gas content in the water),
 thermo-hydraulic properties (temperature, pressure,
flow-rate),
 spatial distribution of the phases (flow-pattern and
water level in the reactor).
The thermo-hydraulic parameters are enormously varying in time and space in the core as well as in the primary system during the accident. The two-phase flow is
cooling the core at the very beginning of the sequence,
afterwards, up-to the complete dry-out, a stagnant twophase water-steam or steam non-condensable gas mixture
fills the reactor pressure vessel and finally, after successful rewetting and refilling of the core, a stagnant or
flowing borated water-steam mixture cools the core. It is
obvious, that the fluctuations of state parameters of the
medium in the reactor and primary system are as informative as the filtered values.
Some of the safety relevant parameters and thermohydraulic state variables are directly measurable like
temperature and pressure. However, the time averaged
values of these parameters are not selective with respect
to the phases of the cooling mixture (water, steam or gas).
Moreover, the composition and time-space distribution of
the cooling mixture and the flow-rate can’t be measured
directly. As it shown below, the noise analysis methods
can provide these directly not measurable data.
Accident monitoring can be built on the measurement
and analysis of the noise of state variables of the medium,
and fluctuation of other reactor parameters if
 the reactor conditions during the accident process can
be correlated to and identified by the stochastic features of fluctuations of state parameters, and
 the instrumentation or part of the instrumentation is
available and operable for the measurement of the
fluctuations of the state parameters during the accident process.
The research results and application experiences of the
reactor noise diagnostics provide rather high certainty for
the positive outcome of the application of noise methods
for the identification of severe accident conditions in the
reactor/plant.
The development of reactor noise diagnostics has been
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motivated by the need of early identification of deviations form the normal operating conditions. With this
respect, the reactor noise diagnostics is part of the defense-in-depth level-one technical features. The noise
diagnostic tools and techniques are implemented at the
nuclear power plants in different extents; some plants use
the noise diagnostics rather limited, e.g. the loose part
monitoring [8] or sensor-diagnostics [9], some other
plants, e.g. the Paks NPP, operate complex reactor noise
diagnostic systems [10]. The noise diagnostic methods
can also be applied for specific reactor-physics purposes
[11]. There were some attempts to apply the noise diagnostic methods for controlling the reactor conditions rather far from normal operation [12]. Essential progress
has been made in the area of identification of thermohydraulic anomalies via noise diagnostics. Most important achievements of these researches, applicable for the
accident process diagnostics will be referred below.
The measurement of noise of the reactor parameters of
interest can be performed either using the accident instrumentation or by specific, low-inertia detectors and
transmitting lines qualified for harsh environment. The
possibility of installation of detectors and transducers
appropriate for noise measurement is demonstrated by
experience of several plants operating reactor noise diagnostics systems. The resolution of the stress test issues
will obviously require the implementation of minimum
instrumentation configuration for identification and control of the plant condition during the accident sequence.
This instrumentation can also be used for the noise measurement, if the sensors are properly selected.

3. Diagnostics Based on the Fluctuation of
the Coolant Density
During the accident sequence the density fluctuations of
the cooling medium (including variation of the reactor
level) are in place even if the medium is stagnant and the
reactor shutdown. The neutron and gamma field in and
around the reactor is modulated by the time and space
distribution of the density of the medium. There is a
strong correlation between the neutron and gamma field
fluctuations and fluctuations of time-space distribution of
the density/level of the medium in the reactor. This phenomenon is used for condition diagnostics and measurement of flow velocity via measurement and analysis of
in-core and/or out of vessel neutron noise. Using neutron
noise the flow pattern can also be identified. A selection
of relevant papers are given in references, see e.g.
[13-22]. Use of neutron and/or gamma telescopes for
detection of void fraction and water/gas volumes in the
reactor has been proposed already late seventies [23].
There are also results showing the possibility of the detection of the phase distribution (density and water level)
of the coolant based on the gamma radiation distribution
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

outside the reactor pressure vessel. In [24] the measured
ex-vessel γ-signals are input values of a neural network,
so that the water levels can also be determined in nonstationary processes.

4. Use of Temperature Signals for Condition
Diagnostics
The use of core exit temperature signals for accident
management is already recognized. An extensive overview of experimental and analytical results for core exit
temperature signals is given in [25].
The temperature sensors are rather robust, able to
withstand relative large deviations from the normal operating conditions. The usual way of the installation of the
temperature sensors (for example in protecting tubes)
restrains the measurement of the noise component of the
signal. Nevertheless, certain possibility exists for the
low-frequency noise measurements with normal industrial thermocouples and thermometers.
Features of the temperature noise measured at the core
exit correlated with the characteristics of the two-phase
flow including phase distribution and flow-velocity (see
e.g. [26,27]). The noise of the thermocouples or resistance thermometers in the loops can also be used for the
diagnostics of the flow in the primary loop.

5. Diagnostics Based on the Pressure Noise
Signals
5.1. General Considerations
The hydro-acoustic features (hydro-acoustic resonances,
parameters of the standing waves) in the reactor and primary system depend on the thermo-hydraulic conditions
in place, i.e. on the density, volume and compressibility
(speed of sound) of the water/steam/gas mixture in the
system. The speed of sound is extremely sensitive to the
void content in liquid: some per cents of steam or gas in
water result in one or two order of magnitude degreasing
of the sound speed. Generally, the speed of sound multicomponent, multi-phase medium in pipe or channel depends also on the flow-pattern, i.e. whether the dispersed
phase is in form of small bubbles or large slugs. Basic in
formation on the sonic velocity in two-phase medium can
be found e.g. in [28-31].
The hydro-acoustic resonances in the reactor and primary system have been intensively studied early eighties
mainly in context with vibration diagnostics of the in
vessel structures, piping and steam-generator heat exchanging tubes. Theoretical and experimental investigations and hydro-acoustic modeling of the reactor and
primary system have been published, e.g. for the VVERtype reactors; see [32-41]. Rather intensive research and
development activity is still going on in this area for
example in Russia, see e.g. [42,43].
WJNST
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Theoretical description of hydro-acoustic fluctuations
in a distribution systems consisting of pipes and volumes
will be presented here very limited, focusing only on the
simple cases analyzed. For the sake of simplicity the
damping of the waves will be neglected. Thus, the pressure and velocity fluctuations, p  l  and v  l  at the
end of a pipe l, where l is the length of the pipe, can be
calculated using Equation (1), if the pressure and velocity
fluctuations, p  0  and v  0  at the other end of the
pipe segment at x = 0 are known:
 
 
p  x   p  0  cos  x   i  cv  0  sin  x 
c 
c 
.
i
 
 
v  x  
p  0  cos  x   v  0  sin  x 
c
c 
c 

5.3. Behaviour of the Sensing Lines

(2)

Equation (2) can be written in generic form as follows:
X k 1  M k 1, k X k .

(3)

For the closed system like the primary system with the
reactor, the condition X k  X 0 is valid. Consequently
the system can be described as follows:

M  E X

k

0,

(4)

and the resonant frequencies are defied by the equation:
det  M  E   0 .

(5)

Introducing the acoustic impedance Z  p v , analysis
of the distribution system consisting of pipes and volumes can be performed utilizing the analogy with electrical circuits. Thus the Equation (1) can be rewritten in
the form:
 
Z l  i    c  tg  l 
c  .
Z0 
i
 
 tg
l
1  Zl 
  c  c 

(6)

Parameters for reactor
and primary system

Parameters for sensing line
l – length of sensing line
S – cross-section

ρ – density

ρ – density

c – speed of sound

c – speed of sound

(7)

Condition for resonance is if the impedance of the
system is equal to zero.

5.2. Conditions for Feasibility
The following questions have to be answered while considering the possibility of accident monitoring via measCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

From practical point of view the aspect of measurability
of the pressure fluctuations in the reactor seems to be
decisive. The pressure fluctuations can be detected, if
 the pressure transducers itself are of low-inertia, i.e.
they are able to detect the low-frequency pressure
fluctuations,
 the detectors can withstand the accidental conditions,
and
 the changes of the resonant frequencies of the sensing
line itself will not inhibit the identification of the
changes of the pressure fluctuations in the reactor.
It seems to be manageable to install low-inertia pressure transducers that can survive accidental conditions
far from the reactor, mounted at the end of a long sensing
line. The pressure sensor and sensing line issue is analyzed in [9].
In this paper the third condition of feasibility will be
analyzed.
For the analysis of detectability a simple model of the
sensing line, closed-up at one end by the detector/ transducer and on the other end by the reactor has to be analyzed, see Figure 1.
Sensing line resonance-frequencies have been defined
for the combinations of conditions in the line and in the
reactor and primary system as follows:

V – volume

For example, the impedance of a volume V is:

  c2
ZV 
i   V

urement and analysis of pressure fluctuations:
 Whether the detection of the pressure fluctuations is
possible.
 Whether the changes of conditions in the reactor and
primary circuit during accident sequence will result in
significant changes of the hydro-acoustic behavior of
the system, which result in convincing changes of the
features of the pressure fluctuations.
The measurability of the pressure fluctuations will be
discussed in Section 5.3.
The correlation between hydro-acoustic resonances
and reactor conditions is shown in Section 5.4.

(1)

Equation (1) can be written in matrix form:
 
 
cos  x 
i  c sin  x 
p  x 
c 
 c  p  0 
.

v  x 
i
 
   v  0 
sin
x
cos  x 
 c  c 
c 
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sensing line

reactor
+primary
system
open end of
the sensing
line

closed end of
the sensing
line

Figure 1. Model of the sensing line.
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 three different condition of the medium in the line: 1)
water; 2) two-phase with low void content; 3) steam.
 three different conditions in the reactor and primary
system: 1) water; 2) two-phase with low void content;
3) steam.
Calculation of the resonance frequencies the impedance formulation has been used (see Equations (6) and
(7)).
The length l of the sensing line and cross-sectional
area, S are set equal to typical plant line dimensions, particularly the length l = 50 m and the total volume of the
reactor and primary system V = 200 m3.
In the calculations some typical values for the coolant
densities, ρ and of speed of sound, c are selected, corresponding to the conditions in the reactor and the loops as
well as in the sensing line. The primary system and the
sensing line can be filled either with water, 2-phase water-steam mixture (low void) or steam.
Results of the calculation of the sensing line impedance are plotted in Figure 2 for all combinations of the
typical conditions in the sensing line and in the reactor as
it is shown in the Table 1. Condition for the resonance is
if the impedance is equal to zero. In the Table 1 the values of the first resonance-frequencies are given.
As it is shown from the Table 1 and Figure 2 the hydro-acoustic behavior of the sensing line is depending
very much on the value of the sonic velocity, which is
very much depending on the vapor/gas content of the

medium in the sensing line. The values of the resonances
are slightly influenced by the density of the medium.
From the point of view of feasibility of diagnosis most
important result is that the sensing line resonances are
practically independent from the total impedance of the
primary system, except of cases when the volume is set
very low (if V is much less than 1 m3).

5.4. Correlation between Reactor Condition and
Hydro-Acoustic Features of the System
Several studies exist for the calculation of hydro-acoustic
resonance frequencies in VVERs (see [32-41]). The
models include usually the reactor considered as a volume, piping of one loop with steam-generator and the
pressurizer as it shown in upper part of the Figure 3. For
the demonstration of the feasibility of accident monitoring a very simple model of the primary system will be
used, see in the lower part of Figure 3.
Typical for a pressurized-water reactor length of the
primary loop l and the cross-section S are selected. The
length is equal to 50 m, and the volume of the reactor is
set for 50 m3. Typical values for the coolant densities, ρ
and of speed of sound, c are selected, corresponding to
the cases when the reactor and the loops are filled either
with water, 2-phase water-steam mixture (low void) or
steam.
Calculation of the resonance frequencies the matrix
formulation has been used (see Equations (1) to (5)).

Figure 2. Impedance of the primary system and the sensing line.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table 1. Calculated first resonance-frequencies of the sensing line (Hz).
Condition in reactor + primary loop

water

2-phase

steam

≈7.5

water

≈30

≈7.5

≈7.5

≈0.5

≈0.5

2-phase

≈2

≈2

≈2

≈2.4

≈2.4

steam

≈12

≈12

≈12

2-phase

7.5

≈7.5

2-phase

0.5

steam

2.4
pressurizer

steam-generator

main circulating pump

cold leg leg
V – volume
ρ – density

primary loop

c – speed of sound

l – length of the primary loop
reactor

S – cross-section
ρ – density
c – speed of sound

Figure 3. Model of the reactor + primary loops.

The first resonance-frequencies for all combinations of
the typical conditions in the reactor and primary loop are
given in the Table 2.
Results of the calculation of the system resonances are
plotted in Figure 4 for the selected cases.
Analyzing the results shown in Figure 4, it is obvious
that in this simple model the resonance-frequencies are
related to the loop. However, those frequencies depend
on the boundary conditions at the ends of the primary
pipe, i.e. on the condition in the reactor. That is shown in
the Figure 5, where the loop is filled with steam and the
conditions in the reactor vary. Obviously, the high-pressure case in the loop can also be differentiated from the
low-pressure one.

5.5. Limitations of the Calculations
Thus, the pressure fluctuations in the primary system
(reactor and loops) can be detected by pressure transducers mounted on long sensing lines, if the properties of the
medium would be known. Hence it is not the case under
accident conditions, calculations have to be made in advance for all feasible cases for the sensing line hydroacoustic behavior. If the sensing line resonances are
known, they can be identified and excluded from the
evaluation of the condition of the primary system.
In this model, the case with low-void two-phase medium in the reactor can’t be separated. However this is
the limitation of the simple model used and not the limiCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

Condition in reactor

steam

water

water

reactor

Table 2. Calculated first resonance-frequencies of the system reactor + primary loop (Hz).
Condition in
loops

Sensing line
condition

hot leg
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tation of the method in general.
The rather simple calculations above show that the
most resonance frequencies are very sensitive to the
sound velocity. Since the hydro-acoustic resonances are
most sensitive to the sound velocity, the calculated resonances can be fitted to the measured one practically via
tuning the value of sound velocity. Thus, the identification of the thermo-hydraulic conditions in the system
would lead to correlation of the adjusted sound velocity
to the thermo-hydraulic conditions characterized by that
value of sound velocity. Consequently, the most serious
hindrance for the feasibility of pressure noise diagnostics
of post-accident condition might be the lack of knowledge of sound velocity in non-equilibrium two-phase medium in the reactor and sensing line.

6. Tasks for the Further Research
6.1. Basic Research Areas
For the development of the accident monitoring via noise
analysis two basic research areas can be identified:
 investigation of the correlation between the accident
conditions and fluctuation of state variables;
 investigation of the conditions, tools and techniques
for measurement of noise signals during accident
situation.
The accident processes are widely studied analytically
and empirically. The state variables show stochastic
character practically in all phases of the accident scenarios. Though that phenomenon is well known and observed in the tests, the fluctuating part of the variables is
generally neglected in the deterministic description of the
scenarios. First task for the future development of the
noise analysis methods for accident monitoring have to
be the identification of stochastic features of the state
variables for each phases of the accident scenarios (one
phase heat removal, two-phase heat removal, dry-out,
rewetting and refilling, etc.) via reanalysis of existing
experimental information and results of deterministic
calculations. Identifying the possible phases of the process, the stochastic features of the fluctuation of state
variables for each phase/condition can be mapped in advance. Focused experiments might be practicable for the
justification of the criteria (features of the fluctuations)
for the identification of particular conditions in the reacWJNST
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Figure 4. Resonances for the reactor and primary system.
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Figure 5. Higher harmonics in the system with varying reactor condition and steam in the primary loop. (a): Water in the
reactor; (b): Two-phase, low-void in the reactor; (c): Steam in the reactor; (d): Steam in the reactor-low pressure.
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tor. The features of the fluctuation of the gamma and
neutron field due to fluctuations of the density of medium in the reactor have to be investigated, too.
The need of the investigation of the feasibility of the
measurement of noise signals under accident condition
(instrumentation, data acquisition and analysis) does not
require further explanations.

6.2. Research Tasks for Pressure Noise
Diagnostics
Regarding use pressure fluctuations for the identification
of accident condition in the reactor following tasks for
further research can be identified besides the mentioned
above issues:
 Complex hydro-acoustic models have to be developed
for each typical situation of the accident sequence. It
seems to be reasonable to develop detailed reactor
models, consisting of several volumes and connections between them. A tree-dimensional modeling of
standing waves in the reactor pressure vessel can also
be considered.
 Description of pressure waves in two-phase (two-or
three component) non-equilibrium medium requires
essential effort. The issue has been investigated mainly in relation to the loss-of-coolant accidents (see e.g.
[28-31]). Generally, the sound velocity depend on the
steam/gas phase content (void) and distribution of the
phase (bubble, slug-plug, spray, etc.), on the interphase mass, momentum and heat transfer and on the
frequency. Obviously, reasonable assumptions have
to be made with regard to the sound velocity on the
basis of rigorous analyses.
 In non-equilibrium two-phase medium pressure noise
can be generated e.g. by collapsing steam bubbles.
This type of phenomenon can also be used for the
identification of the condition in the core (see e.g.
[44]).

7. Conclusion
In case of accidents, when the information for the identification of the condition in the reactor can be very limited due to damages and function losses of the measuring
system, use of all possible methods can be justified for
the support of accident management. Measuring the
noise of the available signals and application of the noise
analysis methods can enhance the information from the
available measurements. As it is demonstrated for the
feasibility of using pressure fluctuations for accident
monitoring, the existing knowledge and experience in the
field of noise diagnostics and related research provide
solid basis for the future research regarding application
of noise analysis for identification of accident condition
in the reactor.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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